Go With The Starcraft Advantage.
#1 in world-wide sales for 17 years.
You get more advantages with Starcraft than any competitive brand.

The advantage of owning the world’s leading camping trailer for 17 years! Number 1 in sales!

The advantage of owning a camping trailer built by the most experienced producer. We’ve built more than double the number of anyone else!

The advantage of aerospace construction techniques and experience. We’re the only camping trailer company building F.A.A. certified aircraft cabinetry! The knowledge and experience we’ve gained helps us build lighter, stronger camping trailers.

The advantage of dealing with a company that’s been satisfying consumers with quality products for 80 years... continuous quality and integrity since 1903.

The advantage of knowing the trailer that you buy today can be towed by the car you may buy in the years to come. We have five models under 1000 pounds and even our largest, most deluxe unit with all factory options weighs under 2000 lbs! GM’s “X” cars, called the family car of tomorrow by many, can tow it!

The advantage of Starcraft’s exclusive 5-year limited warranty on our internal lifter systems. Three years coverage for parts and labor plus two additional years for parts. See our warranty statement for complete details. The industry’s longest warranty!

The advantage of Starcraft’s four manufacturing/service facilities in North America. We’re closer to you with parts and service!

The advantage of Starcraft’s coast-to-coast dealer networks in the U.S. and Canada. More dealers than any other camping trailer company!

The advantage of owning the most luxurious, technically advanced camping trailers made today!

The advantage of honest weights, independently certified by the well-respected United States Auto Club for the last three years!

The advantage of getting your first year of membership free in the Starcraft Camper Club. National and regional rallies are just some of the fun-filled activities enjoyed regularly by its 3,000 members. You’re never alone when you own a Starcraft!

The advantage of owning a camping trailer whose major components are all built from scratch by Starcraft, not just assembled. Critical tolerance components such as frames, tents, cabinets and cushions.

The advantage of owning a camping trailer constructed with top quality purchased components such as Goodyear tires, Dometic refrigerators, Duraflex suspensions and Terrasol 302 canvas to name just a few.

The advantage of quality manufacturing from people who care. Our main production facility is located in Topeka, Indiana... right in the heart of northern Indiana’s Amish country. The Amish are people known for their craftsmanship. All of our plants are in rural areas, staffed by people who care about the work they do. We are just as proud of all our employees as they are about the caliber of work they produce.

The advantage of buying from a sound, stable company. Since 1967, Starcraft has been part of the Bangor Punta family of leisure-time product companies. This puts us in the same company as Piper Aircraft, Smith and Wesson firearms, Starcraft Marine, O’Day sailboats, and Cal sailing yachts. You can count on us to be around if you ever need parts or service for your Starcraft.

Go with the
Starcraft advantage!
Starcraft quality in three distinctly different lines of campers. The advantage of choice.

**Starcraft's AllStar series**
These are the ultimate in camping trailers...the very best. We’re so proud of our AllStars; we’ve given each of them their own name—19’ Starflyer, 21’ Starmaster, 24’ Galaxy and 24’ Constellation. Superb quality, no-compromise features, unmatched luxury, loads and loads of storage space and the easiest set-up of any camping trailer—that’s what makes the AllStar series the Cadillac of camping trailers. And, for 1983, they’re stronger, lighter and more feature-packed than ever! They’re actually roomier and better equipped than many travel trailers.

**Starcraft’s AeroStar series**
The AeroStar series represents the “state of the art” in lightweight camping trailer technology. Drawing upon our aircraft cabinet building experience, we’ve employed sophisticated aerospace lamination techniques and materials to engineer out weight while retaining an impressive list of standard features. Like independent torsion bar suspension, large 12” tires and wheels, a metal underfloor, deluxe wood cabinetry and much, much more. Never have so many features and so much quality been offered with such little weight—independently certified weights of under 1000 lbs for the 19’ AeroStar and under 900 lbs for the 17’ AeroStar.

**Starcraft’s Venture series**
Starcraft’s lightweight Venture models offer more features and quality than any other budget priced camping trailer. Standard features like our famous internal lift system, open wheel perimeter frame with galvanized wheel wells, 4-leaf springs, bumpers, laminated roofs and walls, one-piece floors and fully-sectionalized tents with tinted vinyl windows. In fact, Venture models compare favorably with many premium priced brands! Outstanding features and Starcraft quality at a surprisingly low price!
Three-time Indy 500 winner
Johnny Rutherford
explains camping trailer aerodynamics:

The height of all Starcraft campers is lower than the height of most of today's smaller cars.
The aerodynamics of the car are really more important than the aerodynamics of the camper. It is the car that interrupts the static air mass. The air then basically flows over the car and camper.

"The low profile of a camping trailer lets it "tuck in" behind the tow car. The car breaks the air and it then basically flows over the camping trailer which creates little extra drag. A couple inches of difference in trailer height doesn't make a whole lot of difference in drag as long as the top of the trailer is not higher than the top of the car, like it would be with a travel trailer. So don't cheat yourself out of valuable inside livability and storage just to get an extra-low profile."

Johnny Rutherford

5 Year Limited Lifter System Warranty
The industry's longest lifter warranty - all models.

Starcraft camping trailers were the first to successfully employ an internal crank lifter system to raise and lower the roof. You could say we invented the world of internal lifter camping trailers. The success of Starcraft camping trailers was founded on having the world's best lifter system. It's still the best. It features stainless steel, telescoping corner posts actuated by aircraft quality steel cables running through heavy zinc plated steel pulleys. There are no flimsy springs or expensive gear boxes to break down. Our system is the easiest to maintain and adjust because it's designed for easy access. You don't have to rip apart the inside of your trailer to get at it and it does not take up any valuable interior space. AllStar and AeroStar models feature a technically advanced, rear mounted actuator with an integral brake. It is the easiest to crank and requires less turns than any other system on the market. What's more, it will stop totally whenever you remove your hand from the crank. Venture models feature our time-proven, front mounted actuator and a locking rod system that prevent the roof from falling when fully extended. The lifter post system that both types of actuators operate is the world's most proven system. It is the very best. It's so good we offer an industry exclusive 5 year limited warranty on the complete lifter system for all 1983 Starcraft models. Three years parts and labor and two additional years parts only.

From the ground up, the new Starcrafts are stronger and lighter.

Starcraft's strong, aircraft style open "C"-channel frames allow water to drain out - not to build up and rust inside like tubular style frames. We've also taken advantage of every opportunity to eliminate weight from our frame. Note the aircraft-style circular cutouts in non-critical areas to take out weight without any sacrifice in strength. These reductions have allowed us to keep hitch weights light while maintaining the optimum ratio between hitch weight and total weight for easy towing. Even our biggest model has a hitch weight of only 140 pounds.
You get so many advantages when you go with a Starcraft!

All tents are not created equal!
The advantage of quality materials...

All Starcraft tents are made in five separate sections. Sectionalized tents have several distinct advantages over one piece tents found on some other brands. Damage to any one panel does not mean replacing the whole tent, each separating zipper can serve as an emergency exit and the tent assembly is stronger and better appearing. We use extensive lock stitching, primarily 5 stitches per inch and seams in all stress areas are double stitched and lap-seamed. All zippers are sewn in with double chain stitches for long wear. All of our tents and cushions are sewn by Starcraft's master seamstresses, people who care.

The material a tent is made of is equally important as the method of construction. Starcraft tents set a standard of excellence that others can't meet. We start with Terrasol 302, a U.S. Army proven, 11 to 1, 100% Cotton Duck canvas which is mineral dyed for ultimate resistance to fading. It's water repellent, rot resistant and dry surfaced to minimize soiling. It will not delaminate or melt and it meets FMVSS 302 fire retardancy specifications. Most important, it is a thoroughly proven material with an outstandingly long life. Bunk ends are covered with seamless 100% Virgin UV resistant, embossed vinyl over a 100% Polyester Duck substrate. Durable self-lubricating nylon zippers, fine mesh fiberglass screening, tinted clear vinyl windows and Velcro fasteners complete our list of high quality tent materials.

There are now some tents on the market made of a newer, lower priced material. This material is unproven so far as any long term, real world, consumer usage. We tested it and discovered that, while it is somewhat more water repellent, you could melt (not burn) a hole clear through it with a cigarette tip; our canvas extinguished the cigarette — no melting! Imagine what burning embers from a campfire would do to it. In addition, it is a 3 layer laminate and the layers can be easily pulled apart by hand. We also question its condensation properties. A purported benefit is that you can close up your trailer wringing wet and the tent won't mildew or rot. Even if that's correct, everything else in your trailer would be damaged by water. This material may eventually be developed into an acceptable replacement for canvas but it's not there yet. We assess it as too big of a risk for our customers.

The Advantage of a Superior Ride.

Every AllStar and AeroStar model is equipped with a Henschel Duraflex suspension. This is a fully independent, torsion bar design and is a Starcraft exclusive for camping trailers. However, you will find it on super premium priced travel trailers. Here's what Johnny Rutherford has to say about Duraflex: "Independent suspension all but eliminates oversteer and understeer and resulting sway.

That's because each wheel reacts independently to bumps. The suspension is tuned to the weight of each unit to yield a superb ride with little or no bounce. Eliminating sway and bounce is very important with today's smaller, lighter tow vehicles.

Go with the Starcraft advantage of lightweight aerospace technology!

These two beauties have more in common than stylish good looks. Piper Aircraft is a sister company of Starcraft which built the interior cabinets for the $1.5 million Cheyenne III pictured here. Starcraft is the only RV company FAA approved to build aircraft cabinets which must be incredibly strong while amazingly lightweight. We've used the aerospace technology learned in building aircraft cabinets and in working with Piper to lighten and strengthen our 1983 models.
AllStar. Our best, most luxurious Starcrafts.
STARFLYER • STARMASTER • GALAXY • CONSTELLATION
Here's why AllStar is the best camper made today!

The top of our redesigned door is self-storing and swings down easily into position. It features two removable sliding privacy panels.

Clean, anodized aluminum bunk support poles let you set up bunk ends with little effort.

AllStar's lightweight, 3-burner stove can be used indoors or outdoors and works off the main L.P. gas system.

Our city waterfill is made from brass, not the breakable plastic coupling found on some other brands.

Starcraft tents are sectionalized and equipped with heavy-duty zippers.

All AllStar models have four bolted on stabilizer jacks as standard equipment.

Laminated layers of aluminum, foam insulation, and paneling make our roof strong, yet lightweight. Even the roof sidewalls are laminated and have aluminum on the inside for greater strength and improved appearance.

Aerospace lamination techniques have helped us produce insulated bunk ends not only lightweight but amazingly strong.

There's ample sit-up headroom in the bunk ends.

Our new rear mounted lift system cranks up with fewer turns and less effort than any other competitive model. The system also features an automatic brake that stops the roof when you stop cranking.

Our new tall lights have back-up lights for increased safety and better visibility.

Sturdy galvanized wheel wells are standard equipment. Our 5-bolt wheels and large 12" or 13" tires are easily accessible with our open perimeter frame design.

Our AllStar models have Duraflex® in-dependent torsion bar suspension for a superior ride.

All of our AllStars have a complete metal underfloor for maximum protection against road damage and moisture.

Our new dolly jack is a one-piece assembly that can be adjusted up or down. Since the wheel never comes off, it can never get lost. And the wheel is made from rubber so it rolls easier than ever before.

Try the “thump test” when you're comparison shopping. A quick thump on the sidewall will tell you if a camper sidewall is well-built, or if it is essentially hollow between the inner and outer layers. Our strength lies in our 4-part lamination which includes a thick layer of insulation.

The AllStar floor is a 5-part laminate consisting of vinyl flooring, wood foam insulation, another layer of plywood and heavy-gauge sheet metal on the bottom to keep out moisture and road dirt. When you think about the wear and stress a camper floor has to endure, you'll know why we've made the AllStar floor this good!

See our complete list of standard features inside back cover.
Starflyer. Full size features in a compact!

Axle weight 1054 • Hitch weight 82 • Total dry weight 1136

19' Starflyer.
When it comes to built-in features, Starflyer's got lots of them. Maybe that's why it's one of the most popular camping trailers in the Starcraft line. Starflyer has plenty of storage inside and a large storage trunk outside. It's been designed with an efficient U-shaped kitchen that includes wicker door and drawer fronts, attractive butcher block counter tops, and our convenient indoor/outdoor range. Compare Starflyer's feature to those found on full-size camping trailers... then compare weights. For a camping trailer that weighs only 1136 pounds, Starflyer's a pretty good little package.
Starmaster. The American Classic.

Axle weight 1238 • Hitch weight 122
Total dry weight 1360

21' Starmaster.
The Starmaster has been a stalwart in the Starcraft line for many years. In point of fact, we’ve sold more Starmasters than some companies have sold total camping trailers. Simply stated, our Starmaster is everything America wants in a camping trailer... built with the lasting value that has made Starcraft the world’s leading maker of camping trailers.

For 1983, our 21’ Starmaster features all the changes and improvements found throughout the AllStar line. But we haven’t changed the things that have made Starmaster a classic. Like luxury, quality, convenience, and features.
24' Galaxy. Luxury beyond compare.

24' Galaxy 8.
Starcraft's Galaxy series represents the ultimate in luxury and liveability in a camping trailer. The Galaxy 8 offers twenty-four feet of living area from bunk end to bunk end, with a lot of luxury in between. There's an abundance of storage space highlighted by a full length wardrobe and Starcraft's roomy 3-drawer "organizer" system. The Galaxy 8 also has our comfortable super-sized (70" x 72") bunk and a side sofa dinette that converts to an extra-long 76" bed with 4" thick cushions.
There's only one camper that comes even close to our Galaxy 8 for total luxury...and that's our Galaxy 6 model shown below.

There's no comparing Galaxy's luxury with any other camping trailer...
The others just don't measure up!

Starcraft has an optional shower available on either of its Galaxy models. The shower package includes a dressing room curtain to give you complete privacy and lets you avoid the long waiting lines often encountered at campgrounds. The complete shower option includes a molded tub base, complete wrap-around shower curtain with fiberglass cap, a hot/cold mixing faucet, hand-held shower head, 6-gallon quick recovery water heater, and a 20-gallon fresh water tank.

24" Galaxy 6.
Starcraft has one more Galaxy model for 1983...it's a six-sleeper floor plan that emphasizes interior room, luxury and generous amounts of counter top area. The Galaxy 6 also has a super-sized bunk and an indoor/outdoor range. You'll find real wood cabinetry with wicker door and drawer fronts for a genuine touch of class. Add our optional shower, and you'll have a camper that is just as roomy and luxurious as any full-size travel trailer, yet weighs less than 2000 pounds.

Axle Weight - 1554 lbs  Hitch Weight - 140 lbs
Total Dry Weight - 1694 lbs

24' Constellation. Who else but Starcraft could build this much elegance into a camping trailer? Our 24' Constellation sets a new standard of design excellence for the others to follow. Standard equipment includes a 6 gallon quick-recovery hot water heater, heavy duty 12V-DC water pump, home size stainless steel sink, stand up wardrobe, a huge chest of drawers, a swing up chemical toilet compartment and "acres" of counter top space and storage. Our Constellation also has options available that will make your trailer the envy of the campground. These include carpeting, a plush velour fabric package, and even a microwave oven!
AeroStar. Our most technologically advanced Starcrafts.

The Starcraft you buy today can be towed by the smaller cars of today and tomorrow!
Go with the Starcraft advantage in fuel economy and vacation savings!

The United States Auto Club subjected a Starcraft 17' AeroStar to a gruelling 1,479 mile, real world test course. Through the mountain grades and blazing desert heat of California, Arizona, Nevada and Utah with a real family of four and all their luggage. The result? Exactly 1.03 extra gallons of gas for every 100 miles driven compared to the same sub-compact Pontiac J-2000 (definitely a car of tomorrow) driven by the same family over the identical course. What’s even better they saved $77.00 per day with the camping trailer compared with motel and restaurant bills on the trip with the car alone. These figures are real. USAC certified them and your dealer can supply you with complete details upon request. In 1980 a similar 2,487 mile cross country test with a 1980 Starflyer and a compact Pontiac Ventura produced the identical results of 1.03 gallons of gas per 100 miles driven. So, with the right tow vehicle any Starcraft can be towed for just about one gallon per 100 miles driven. Only Starcraft has the confidence in its products to conduct these independent tests. About one extra gallon per hundred miles driven!
Aerospace technology. Human engineering.

The top of our redesigned door is self-storing and swings down easily into position. It features two removable sliding privacy panels.

Laminated layers of aluminum, foam insulation, and paneling make our roofs strong, yet lightweight. Even the roof sidewalls are laminated and have aluminum on the inside for greater strength and improved appearance.

Sectionalized canvas unzips to lessen the strain on sidewalls when cranking.

Our tail lights have back-up lights. And AeroStar has stabilizing jacks bolted onto the bumper to put them in easy reach.

Our rearmounted lift system cranks up easily and features a friction brake that stops the roof when you stop cranking.

The lightweight free standing table can be used indoors or outside.

AeroStar's lightweight bunk end is produced using sophisticated laminating techniques.

The AeroStar galley swings down without flipping over. No need to remove contents when breaking camp.

Sturdy galvanized wheel wells are standard equipment. Our 5-bolt wheels and large tires are easily accessible with our open perimeter frame design.

AeroStar's feature Durallex® independent torsion bar suspension for a smooth ride.

The sidewall is fully insulated and remarkably strong because of laminating production techniques.

The AeroStar floor is a sturdy 4-part laminate with a complete metal underfloor.

Our one-piece dolly jack adjusts easily into position. The rubber wheel rolls smoothly and never comes off.

See our complete list of standard features inside back cover.
17' AeroStar. State of the art in lightweight luxury. The trailer of tomorrow—here today!

17' AeroStar.
The camper that other companies will be building tomorrow is available from Starcraft today. Sophisticated manufacturing techniques have helped us build a camping trailer that's stronger and lighter on the outside, which let's us give you more luxury on the inside. Our 17' AeroStar features a stainless steel sink with a 2-stage faucet and a 10-gallon water tank. An electrical system complete with outside patio light and 6-amp power converter. A lightweight, free-standing table that can be used indoors or outside. It's a camping trailer that's big enough for a family of five, yet small enough to be towed by today's and tomorrow's small cars. It's truly the state of the art in lightweight camping trailer design.
19' AeroStar. Aerospace technology was never this liveable. Luxury was never this light.

Axle Weight: 927 lbs  Hitch Weight: 74 lbs
Total Dry Weight: 996 lbs

19' AeroStar.
The 19' AeroStar is brand new this year. Like the 17' model in this series, the 19' AeroStar is fully-featured, yet has a low, sleek 44% towing profile. For a camper that weighs less than 1,000 pounds, the 19' AeroStar has one of the roomiest, most liveable interiors of any camping trailer made today. Standard features include spacious, real wood cabinetry with deluxe hardware. Stain-resistant cushion fabrics. Decorator drapes, and an icebox located just inside the door for easy access even when it's folded down.

With all its liveable luxury, you'd never know the 19' AeroStar was one of the most technologically advanced camping trailers on the market today.
Venture.
Our most economical Starcrafts.
1. Spare tire and silk-screened vinyl tire cover.
2. Our lightweight, free standing table can be used indoors or outside.
3. Chromed wheel covers (Venture only).
4. Venture heater rated at 10,000 B.T.U. Gravity-feed air flow.
5. Silk-screened vinyl bottle cover. Zippered top gives easy access to regulator.
7. Screen room (requires canopy). Zips easily into canopy to help control bugs.
8. AllStar/AeroStar heater rated at 17,000 B.T.U. Forced air heat circulation.
9. Boat rack. Lets you take your fishing boat along on camping trips.
11. Duotherm® rotary air conditioner—1,100 B.T.U. Air conditioner prep package can be purchased separately.
14. Sunset at your favorite campground. Available at no extra cost with your Starcraft.

Go With The Starcraft Advantage.
See our 1983 camping trailers at:

©1982
Starcraft Company
W. Michigan St.
Topeka, IN 46571
219-593-2550

Additional locations in:
Cincinnati, California • Delhi,
Louisiana • Listowel,
Ontario, Canada

STARCAST R.V.

© BANGOR PUNTA Company

- Dimensions, Capacities, Ratings and other specifications plus warranty and service information are available from your Starcraft Dealer.
- All product illustrations and data in this catalog are based upon information available at time of publication. Starcraft reserves the right to make changes without notice or obligation. See your Starcraft Dealer for the latest product information prior to purchasing.
- Some equipment shown separately or on products illustrated in this catalog may be optional at extra cost.
- Upholstery fabrics illustrated may change due to supplier availability. In any case the fabrics used will meet or exceed the quality of the pictured models.
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14' Venture. Our lightest, most economical model has features you won't believe!

Our Ventures set up quickly and easily...

14' Venture.
Our lightest lightweight weighs only 832 lbs. Yet it's equipped with more standards than some so-called deluxe brands offer. Like a complete electrical system with 110 V outlets and power converter. Like a 3-burner chrome range, roof vent, patio light, bumper, drapes and sectionalized canvas. And, of course, our crank-up lifter system. There's actually much more—see our standard features chart inside the back cover.

Setting up your Venture takes just minutes. First, release the roof latches. Then crank up the roof. Our patented lifter system requires fewer cranks and less effort than any other brand. Level your Venture and set the two adjustable rear stabilizer jacks.
16' Venture. A Starcraft for budget-minded families who want features and quality.

You’re ready to camp in just minutes!

Attach the bunk support poles and slide out the bunk ends. The sidewall secures with built-in, elasticized cords.

The galley module sets up quickly to a comfortable working height.

Swing down the self-storing upper door and latch it in place. The canvas sidewall attaches with Velcro for a tight, positive seal. You’re ready to start camping.

16' Venture.
For camping families on a budget, our 16' Venture offers incredible value. Tangible value like an internal lifter system so reliable we offer a 5-year limited warranty. A rugged, heavy gauge "C" channel steel frame that’s been thoroughly tested for performance and durability. Decorator drapes, power converter, roof vent, 3 burner range, patio light and comfortable sleeping for a family of five.
Compare its features when you compare its price. You won’t find a better buy.
17' Venture.

Inside and outside, the 17' Venture looks like a premium priced camper. Standard interior feature include a 3-burner chrome range, decorator drapes, easy clean vinyl flooring, and real wood cabinets that look like fine furniture. On the outside, the 17' Venture has an open perimeter frame design for easy wheel access, built-in stabilizer jacks, and a wide track axle for sure, smooth trailering.

The 17' Venture is a well equipped camper that's ideal for most any camping family. Don't let its good looks fool you though...it's really a sensible, economical camper. Check all its standard features on the chart inside the back cover.
20' Venture. Full size room and features but light on both weight and wallet.

Axle Weight - 1952 • Hitch Weight - 27
Total Dry Weight - 1144

20' Venture.
Even when fully loaded with all your camping gear, our biggest, roomiest Venture is still towable by most compact cars. It’s equipped with all the standard features found throughout Starcraft’s Venture series, and has an optional bunk (87” long) that expands its sleeping capacity to eight.
You’ll find lots of drawers and cupboards inside to help you organize your campsite accessories and two large storage compartments under the dinette seats that come complete with hinged lids.
If your family needs lots of room and your budget needs a break, the 20’ Venture is just right for you.
**24' Constellation**

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Exterior length, closed: 16'0"
- Exterior width, closed: 6'6"
- Exterior height, closed: 4'7"
- Interior height, open: 6'6"
- Interior length, open: 24'0"
- Interior width, open: 6'6"
- Sleeping capacity: 6
- Bunk sizes: 70" x 37"; 53" x 73"; 44" x 78"
- Tire sizes: B76 x 13"
- Axle weight: 1554
- Hitch weight—dry: 140
- Cargo load capacity: 806
- Coupler size: 2"

**ADDITIONAL STANDARDS**
- Heavy-duty water pump
- Hotrod mixing faucet
- 6-gallon quick recovery water heater
- Dual 20-lb. LP gas bottles
- Home-size sink

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- Large 12" x 13" Goodyear tires
- Mag-style 5 bolt steel wheels with chrome cap
- Dual Axle for maximum stability
- Steel frame design
- Galvanized steel wheel wells
- 4" C-Channel heavy gauge steel frame
- Split-style integral steel bumper
- Built-in, adjustable stabilizer jacks
- 5-layer laminated floor—full insulation
- One-piece aluminum underfloor
- One-piece vinyl flooring
- Spare tire mounting
- Low effort crank-up roof lifts
- 5-year limited pet system warranty
- 4-ply laminated sidewalls
- Solid block foam wall insulation
- Aerodynamic, metal end walls
- Ammoniated aluminum extrusions

**24' Galaxy 6**

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Exterior length, closed: 16'0"
- Exterior width, closed: 6'6"
- Exterior height, closed: 4'7"
- Interior height, open: 6'6"
- Interior length, open: 24'0"
- Interior width, open: 6'6"
- Sleeping capacity: 6
- Bunk sizes: 70" x 37"; 53" x 73"; 44" x 78"
- Tire sizes: B76 x 13"
- Axle weight: 1440
- Hitch weight—dry: 134
- Cargo load capacity: 906
- Coupler size: 2"

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- Heavy-duty water pump
- Hotrod mixing faucet
- 6-gallon quick recovery water heater
- Dual 20-lb. LP gas bottles
- Home-size sink

**19' Starflyer**

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Exterior length, closed: 13'11"
- Exterior width, closed: 6'6"
- Exterior height, closed: 4'2"
- Interior height, open: 6'6"
- Interior length, open: 19'11"
- Interior width, open: 6'4"
- Sleeping capacity: 6
- Bunk sizes: 55" x 76"; 53" x 71"; 55" x 76"
- Tire sizes: 5.30/12"
- Axle weight: 1054
- Hitch weight—dry: 82
- Cargo load capacity: 864
- Coupler size: 2"

**SHOWER OPTION**
- Shower option is available on the 24' Galaxy 6 and 24' Galaxy 8.
- Heavy-duty water pump
- 6-gallon quick recovery water heater
- Nylon hand shower head
- Wrap-around shower curtain
- Molded tub basin
- Fiberglass cap
- Privacy dressing room curtain
- Hinged countertop lid
- Hotrod mixing faucet
- 20-gallon water tank
**AeroStar Series**

**19' AeroStar**

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Exterior length, closed: 13' 11"
- Exterior width, closed: 6' 5"
- Exterior height, closed: 3' 9"
- Interior height, open: 6' 5"
- Interior height, open: 10' 9"
- Interior width, open: 6' 4"
- Sleeping capacity: 6
- Bulk size: 41' x 73' x 53' x 73' x 42' x 76'
- Tote size: 3' x 30' x 12' 8"
- Axle weight: 822 lbs
- Hitch weight—dry: 84 lbs
- Cargo load capacity: 884 lbs
- Coupler size: 2"

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- Large 12" Goodyear tires
- Deluxe torsion bar independent suspension
- Super wide track design
- Open wheel frame design
- Galvanized steel wheel wells
- 4" Channel heavy gauge steel frame
- Split style integral steel bumper
- 4 bolt-on, adjustable stabilizer jacks
- 4 layer laminated floor—full insulation
- One piece aluminum under frame
- One piece vinyl flooring
- Spare tire mounted brackets
- Low effort crank-up roof lifters
- 5 year limited lifter system warranty
- 4 ply laminated sidewalls
- Solid block foam wall insulation
- Aerodynamic, metal end walls
- Anodized aluminum extrusions
- Exclusive Self-storing 1-piece dollies wheel wrangler tire
- Full 2" ball coupler
- Safety chains
- Back up lights / license plate light
- 8-way camper electrical connector
- Aluminum 20 lb. LP gas bottle w/ hose & regulator
- Bed pole storage
- Laminated, insulated fiberglass end bunks
- 1-piece easy glide bed system
- Real wood interior paneling
- Hinged, plywood seat box storage
- Seamless vinyl end bunk roof
- Auto-raise end bunk roof
- 2-way end bunk windows
- Amber patio light wiremore switch
- Chrome 3-burner range
- Stainless steel sink
- Brass city water hook-up
- 10 gallon water tank
- Patented swing up galley unit
- 2-stage water heater
- Real wood cabinetry, screwed in
- Built-in ice box
- Butcher block, high pressure laminate countertops
- Light weight free standing table
- 5 piece seat and table set
- Terrasol 302, 11 to 1 army duck canvas
- Fire retardant canvas
- 3-way tinted vinyl windows
- Fine mesh fiberglass screen
- Vinyl backed decorative draperies
- 25' 110V AC power cord
- 110V AC duplex outlets
- 110V AC / 12V DC 6 amp power converter
- 2 high intensity ceiling lights
- Chemical toilet storage
- Decorator cabinet doors
- Deluxe door hardware
- 1" aluminum screen door
- Self storing, flip up screen door
- Extra large screen area w/ privacy panel
- Rugged metal framed lower door
- Aerodynamic door latch
- Slide-out storage drawers
- Fire extinguisher
- Heavy aluminum drapery tracks
- Crank-up roof vent
- Door opens w/o lifting roof
- 3-ply laminated roof
- Aerodynamic radius roof style
- Metal clad laminated roof sideboards
- Mill-rolled lock seam roof
- High density block foam roof insulation
- Luan panelized ceiling

**17' AeroStar**

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Exterior length, closed: 12' 1"
- Exterior width, closed: 6' 5"
- Exterior height, closed: 3' 9"
- Interior height, open: 6' 4"
- Interior length, open: 9' 6"
- Interior width, open: 6' 4"
- Sleeping capacity: 5
- Bulk size: 30' x 73' x 53' x 73' x 42' x 76'
- Tote size: 3' x 30' x 12' 8"
- Axle weight: 812 lbs
- Hitch weight—dry: 84 lbs
- Cargo load capacity: 804 lbs
- Coupler size: 2"

**Venture Series**

**14' Venture**

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Exterior length, closed: 10' 10"
- Exterior width, closed: 6' 5"
- Exterior height, closed: 3' 9"
- Interior height, open: 6' 4"
- Interior length, open: 12' 3"
- Interior width, open: 6' 1"
- Sleeping capacity: 4
- Bulk size: 52' x 72' x 33' x 71' x 40' x 73'
- Tote size: 4' 80' x 8' 8"
- Axle weight: 736 lbs
- Hitch weight—dry: 75 lbs
- Cargo load capacity: 546 lbs
- Coupler size: 2"

**STANDARD FEATURES**
- Double eyed 4 leaf spring suspensions
- Wide track design
- Open wheel frame design
- Galvanized steel wheel wells
- 3" Channel heavy gauge steel frame
- Solid integral steel bumper
- 2 adjustable stabilizer jacks
- One piece wood product floor
- Chemically sealed floor
- One piece vinyl flooring
- Spire tire mounting
- Crank-up roof lifters
- 5 year limited lifter system warranty
- Laminated sidewalls
- Air barrier wall insulation
- Aerodynamic, metal end walls
- Heavy gauge aluminum extrusions
- Crank-up, metal dollie wheel
- Full 2" ball coupler
- Safety chains
- License plate light
- 20 lb. LP gas bottle w/ hose & regulator
- Bed pole storage
- 1-piece plywood end bunks
- Real wood interior paneling
- Hinged, plywood seat box storage
- 1-piece easy glide bed system
- Seamless vinyl end bunk roof
- Adjustable end bunk roof
- 2-way end bunk windows
- 5-piece sectionalized style tent
- Terrasol 302, 11 to 1 army duck canvas
- Fire retardant canvas
- 3-way tinted vinyl windows
- Fine mesh fiberglass screen
- Vinyl backed decorative draperies
- 25' 110V AC power cord
- 110V AC duplex outlets
- 110V AC / 12V DC 6 amp power converter
- 2 high intensity ceiling lights
- Chemical toilet storage
- Decorator cabinet doors
- Deluxe door hardware
- 1" aluminum screen door
- Self storing, flip up screen door
- Extra large screen area w/ privacy panel
- Rugged metal framed lower door
- Aerodynamic door latch
- Slide-out storage drawers
- Fire extinguisher
- Heavy aluminum drapery tracks
- Crank-up roof vent
- Door opens w/o lifting roof
- 3-ply laminated roof
- Aerodynamic radius roof style
- Metal clad laminated roof sideboards
- Mill-rolled lock seam roof
- High density block foam roof insulation
- Luan panelized ceiling

**16' Venture**

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Exterior length, closed: 10'10"
- Exterior width, closed: 6'5"
- Exterior height, closed: 3'9"
- Interior height, open: 6'4"
- Interior length, open: 14'1"
- Interior width, open: 5'1"
- Sleeping capacity: 5
- Bulk size: 52' x 72' x 30' x 71' x 40' x 73'
- Tote size: 5'70' x 8'10" B
- Axle weight: 788 lbs
- Hitch weight—dry: 152 lbs
- Cargo load capacity: 540 lbs
- Coupler size: 2"

**20' Venture**

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Exterior length, closed: 13'10"
- Exterior width, closed: 6'5"
- Exterior height, closed: 4'1"
- Interior height, open: 6'6"
- Interior length, open: 19'6"
- Interior width, open: 6'1"
- Sleeping capacity: 6
- Bulk size: 52' x 72' x 52' x 71' x 45' x 73'
- Tote size: 5'76' x 8'6" C
- Axle weight: 1062 lbs
- Hitch weight—dry: 97 lbs
- Cargo load capacity: 676 lbs
- Coupler size: 2"
1. Spare tire and silk-screened vinyl tire cover.
2. Our lightweight, free standing table can be used indoors or outside.
3. Chromed wheel covers (Venture only).
4. Venture heater rated at 10,000 B.T.U. Gravity-feed air flow.
5. Silk-screened vinyl bottle cover. Zippered top gives easy access to regulator.
7. Screen room (requires canopy). Zips easily into canopy to help control bugs.
8. AllStar/AeroStar heater rated at 17,000 B.T.U. Forced air heat circulation.
9. Boat rack. Lets you take your fishing boat along on camping trips.
11. Duotherm® rotary air conditioner—7,100 B.T.U. Air conditioner prep package can be purchased separately.
14. Sunset at your favorite campground. Available at no extra cost with your Starcraft.